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Abstract. Observations by the ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 space-
craft on 29 September 1978 show large CEP (Cusp Ener-
getic Particle) fluxes while passing through the dayside mag-
netospheric cusp in near coincident orbits. The event was
observed around 11:00 MLT between roughly 12:30 and
13:00 UT by ISEE-1 and 12:00 and 13:00 UT by ISEE-2.
During these periods, both electron and ion fluxes increased
by more than two orders of magnitude, with the electron flux
showing a strong peak at a pitch angle of 90◦. The solar wind
was∼710 km s−1 and theDst was∼-200 nT, suggesting the
occurrence of a strong geomagnetic storm. The ISEE-1 and
ISEE-2 observations, however, show no time-energy disper-
sion of the CEPs, leading us to believe that these particles
could not be the result of substorm processes in the magne-
totail. The local magnetic field was depressed and extremely
turbulent. Changes in the magnitude of the magnetic field
anticorrelate closely to variations of the electron flux. The
observations in electron flux peaking at 90◦ and the close an-
ticorrelation between the local magnetic field strength and
electron flux are unique and provide evidence of a potential
local source for these energetic particles.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Energetic particles,
precipitating; Magnetopause, cusp and boundary layers;
Magnetospheric configuration and dynamics)

1 Introduction

Observations from a number of spacecraft have shown the
presence of energetic particles in the magnetospheric cusp
(Shelly et al., 1976; Kremser et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1997;
Pfaff et al., 1998; Savin et al., 2002); however, their source
remains a matter of scientific discussion and debate. The po-
lar cusp region, where these particles are observed, is iden-
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tified by a minimum local magnetic field (Ferrell and Van
Allen, 1990) and an increased magnetosheath plasma (Frank,
1971).

Cusp Energetic Particle (CEP) events are characterized by
a decreased and turbulent local magnetic field, as well as in-
creased energetic particle flux (Chen et al., 1997, 1998; Fritz
et al., 1999). During these events, electrons show large flux
enhancements for 100 eV particles and more subtle flux en-
hancements up to 200 keV. Ions show a similar increase in
flux. Just as with electrons, lower ion energies show larger
flux enhancements than higher energies (e.g.Whitaker et al.,
2006). Niehof et al. (2005) have used POLAR observa-
tions to study the plasma composition and pressure around
these CEP events associated with a Cusp Diamagnetic Cav-
ity (CDC). Within the CDC there is a strong anticorrelation
between magnetic field strength and plasma pressure.

The International Sun-Earth Explorer-1 (ISEE-1) and
ISEE-2 were launched 22 October 1977. The two traveled
close together while following the same highly eccentric or-
bit (1×23RE), with a period of∼57 h and an inclination of
28.76◦ (Ogilvie et al., 1977). The spacecraft were meant to
be complimentary to each other, both taking similar measure-
ments for the Medium Energy Particle Experiment (MEPE).
Although both spacecraft measure angular, energy and inten-
sity distributions of particles, they use different instruments,
with the experiments on ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 being known as
WIM and KED, respectively (Williams et al., 1978).

Due to the low inclination of the orbit, it was thought
that these spacecraft would never pass through the magne-
tospheric cusp. In addition to the event studied in this pa-
per, there have been two other reports on the occurrance of
such an ISEE pass through the cusp occurring (Phillips et al.,
1993; Whitaker et al., 2006, 2007).

The clock angle is defined as the angle whose tangent is
the y-component divided by the z-component of the mag-
netic field. Since the clock angle remains unchanged through
the bow shock (Jackson, 1975), the IMF clock angle and the
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Fig. 1. The orbital projections of ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 around the
event are shown in GSM. The first star indicates when each space-
craft starts to observe the CEPs, and the second star indicates when
the spacecraft no longer observes the CEPs.
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Fig. 2. ISEE-1 Plasma Experiment data (40 eV–17.36 keV), where
triangles, X’s, open squares, and diamonds correspond to H+,
He++, He+, and O+ ions respectively (top or first panel). The
time resolution for the plasma data is 18 minutes. The second and
third panels contain the proton and electron fluxes respectively, in-
tegrated over all PA for four energy channels measured by ISEE-1.
The proton and electron flux are presented with a time resolution of
36 s. Panel four shows the total local magnetic field strength. The
local magnetic field strength is displayed with 4 second resolution.
The four zones of increased flux are marked with vertical dotted
lines and labeled sequentially in panels three and four.

local clock angle should be well correlated within the mag-
netosheath. This correlation is used as a probe to determine
whether ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 have crossed the magnetopause
into the magnetosheath.

2 Observations

On 29 September 1978, ISEE-1 passed through the high-
altitude magnetospheric cusp between roughly 12:30 and
13:00 UT. The spacecraft crossed throughX=5.78−6.73
RE , Y=−(1.57−1.54)RE , Z=4.90−5.19RE in GSM in an
outbound pass during this event. ISEE-2 traveled roughly
20 min in front of ISEE-1 over essentially the same path.
The paths of both spacecraft are shown in Fig.1. ISEE-2
observed the event at 12:00–13:00 UT while passing through
X=5.42−7.21RE , Y=−(1.55−1.48)RE , Z=4.81−5.35RE

in GSM.

2.1 ISEE-1 MEPE experiment

The ISEE-1 spacecraft observed flux enhancements of two
orders of magnitude for both the electrons and ions (primar-
ily protons) with the MEPE instrument. The second and third
panels from the top of Fig.2, respectively, show proton and
electron flux enhancements. Electrons in the lowest energy
band (22.5–39 keV) increase from about 30 to 2500 parti-
cles cm−2 s−1 ster−1 keV−1. Similar enhancements were
observed for each of the other energy channels, however, the
magnitude of the flux enhancements decreases with increas-
ing energy. There was no clear time-energy dispersion seen
through the energy channels.

The zones labeled 1–4 in Fig.2 have been defined by inte-
grating the electron flux over all energy channels and finding
the mean value during a quiet period outside the event. When
the total energy flux is three sigma above the mean total flux,
a zone of increased flux is defined. The zones 1–4 are defined
at 12:28–12:30 UT, 12:32–12:36 UT, 12:42–12:46 UT, and
12:48–13:02 UT respectively. These zones of enhanced flux
anticorrelate very closely to the drop in the local magnetic
field strength (third and fourth panels from top of Fig.2).
This anticorrelation is consistent with what was reported by
Niehof et al.(2005). The protons observed during this event
show some variation with the local magnetic field strength,
but do not display such a clear anticorrelation as that seen in
the electrons.

Within the CDC, ions of both ionospheric and solar wind
origin are present. ISEE-1 Plasma Composition Experiment
data for this event, provided by O. W. Lennartsson, show the
presence of ionospheric (O+ and He+) and solar wind (H+
and He++) ions, energized up to 17 keV, the maximum en-
ergy band for the experiment. Outside the CDC, ISEE-1 ob-
serves very low ionospheric ion flux, while solar wind ion
flux remains steady both outside and within the CDC (top
panel of Fig.2).

The ISEE-1 MEPE instrument provides an opportunity to
observe pitch angle (PA) distributions of the electron flux
with high angular resolution. Figure3 shows the rotation
of the spacecraft and the scanning of the instrument’s “look
direction” to cover all 4π steradians of a solid angle. Three-
dimensional electron flux for the first energy channel (22.5–
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39.0 keV) is shown with pitch angles superimposed for the
full event in Figs.4–7. Each panel represents measurements
over 36 s and 12 spins of the spacecraft. The vertical axis of
the panels in Figs.4–7 is the scan direction, where 0◦ is anti-
parallel to the spacecraft spin axis, viewing the south ecliptic
pole, and 180◦ is parallel to the spin axis viewing the north
ecliptic pole. The scale on the horizontal axis has the sun-
ward direction at 0◦ (GSEX) and 90◦ (GSEY ). Instances
where the electron flux stopped abruptly during a 36-s scan
can be seen by the increased flux ending along a horizontal
strip. The authors believe that the abrupt change in flux is a
result of a boundary crossing rather than an azimuthal asym-
metry of the parent PA distribution.

At 12:28 UT, as ISEE-1 entered the CDC, the flux in-
creased primarily for electrons with a PA of 90◦ (Fig. 4).
Although the primary flux increase was around 90◦, the en-
hancement extended out close to 30◦ in each direction from
a PA of 60◦ to 120◦. This flux enhancement near a PA of
90◦ continued to dominate as ISEE-1 traveled through the
CDC. One strong deviation from this trend occurred near the
end of the event at 13:00:44–13:01:57 UT, in the three bot-
tom left panels of Fig.7. During this period, the population
of trapped electrons with a peak flux of 90◦ remained, but
an additional electron population streaming from below the
spacecraft was observed. The PA of this second flowing pop-
ulation ranged from 180◦ to close to 90◦, implying a source
of these electrons below (earthward) the satellite.

The proton distribution exhibited both the trapped and
upward-flowing populations during the entire event (Fig.8),
and not just at the very end, as for the electrons. The pro-
ton flux of the 90◦ population for the first energy channel
(22.5–39.0 keV) peaks close to 104 cm−2 s−1 ster−1 keV−1,
which was similar to, but slightly above, the flux of the pro-
ton population below the spacecraft at a PA of 165◦. Figure8
shows enhanced proton and electron flux for the lowest en-
ergy channel, as well as the highest channel that displays sig-
nificant flux. The energy channels between those displayed
in Fig. 8 show similar enhanced flux and PA distributions.
Proton observations of a similar event on 30 October 1978
agree with this result, showing an increased flux with PA of
180◦ to 90◦ for close to 2 h (Whitaker et al., 2006, 2007).

2.2 ISEE-2 MEPE experiment

The ISEE-2 flux observations confirm the trends observed
by ISEE-1. As ISEE-2 entered the region of decreased local
magnetic field strength at 12:01 UT, both the electron and
proton flux increased significantly. Electrons with energies
28–38 keV increase from about 80 to 1000 particles cm−2

s−1 ster−1 keV−1. The anticorrelation between the elec-
tron flux and the magnetic field strength was again apparent.
Using the same method described previously in Sect. 2.1,
five zones were defined for the ISEE-2 observations (Fig.9).
Zones 1-5 are defined at 12:01–12:18 UT, 12:23–12:32 UT,
12:34–12:42 UT, 12:46–12:51 UT, and 12:54–12:57 UT, re-

Locus of α = 90° pitch angles

B

Fig. 3. This figure shows how to interpret Fig. 4-7. The entire unit sphere (left) is scanned through every 36

seconds and the fluxes are linearly translated onto the orthogonal Cartesian coordinate sphere (right). The blue

arrow (left) indicates the direction of the magnetic field vector and the green line (left) is the location of 90◦ PA

particles (from Whitaker et al., 2007).
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Fig. 3. This figure shows how to interpret Figs.4-7. The entire unit
sphere (left) is scanned through every 36 s and the fluxes are linearly
translated onto the orthogonal Cartesian coordinate sphere (right).
The blue arrow (left) indicates the direction of the magnetic field
vector and the green line (left) is the location of 90◦ PA particles
(from Whitaker et al., 2007).

spectively. Between each of these zones, the local magnetic
field in the bottom panel of Fig.9 increased to close to the
non-event level.

The PA distributions observed by ISEE-2 were similar to
those of ISEE-1. The electron flux showed a strong peak at
90◦ throughout the event, with little flux observed from 15◦

or above the spacecraft (panels three and four, Fig.10). The
proton flux also showed a strong peak at 90◦ and little flux
streaming from a PA of 15◦. The orientation of ISEE-2 dur-
ing this event is such that there is poor sampling at high PA.
Although there are only a few data points available, the ob-
servations of particles at a PA of 165◦ (streaming from below
the spacecraft) show a strong increase in proton flux (panels
one and two, Fig.10) up to 142–210 keV. This is consistent
with the observations of ISEE-1.

2.3 Solar wind

The ISEE-3 spacecraft was located near the sunward libation
point atX=212.42RE , Y=−100.72RE , Z=11.92RE in GSE
during the event. It provided upstream information about the
IMF and solar wind for this event. The solar wind was fast
and turbulent, ranging between 820 km s−1 and 780 km s−1.
The density of the solar wind was low, however, and the dy-
namic pressure ranges from 1–3 nPa during the event, be-
tween 12:00–13:00 UT. The IMF was decreasing from 24 nT
to 16 nT. The IMF components showed a variable and nega-
tive Bx (antisunward), with a magnitude from 0 nT to−4 nT;
duskwardBy decreased from 18 nT to 14 nT and southward
Bz increasing from−15 nT to−5 nT, as shown in Fig.11.
These conditions are propagated with a time delay (∼27 min)
to the ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 locations, close to 200RE down-
stream. Additional upstream data from IMP-8 confirm the
results from ISEE-3 during this event. IMP-8 was located at

www.ann-geophys.net/25/2633/2007/ Ann. Geophys., 25, 2633–2640, 2007
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Fig. 4. ISEE-1 MEPE 3D pitch angle distributions of electron flux (22.5-39.0 keV) as the spacecraft enters

the CDC. The Figure spans the time period 12:27:20-12:35:50 UT. As the spacecraft enters the CDC, the flux

shows a clear peak at a PA of 90◦. Zone 1, as defined in section 2.1, is shown in the third and fourth panels

from the left on the top row. Zone 2 begins in the middle panel on the second row and continues into Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. ISEE-1 MEPE 3-D pitch angle distributions of electron flux (22.5–39.0 keV) as the spacecraft enters the CDC. The figure spans the
time period 12:27:20–12:35:50 UT. As the spacecraft enters the CDC, the flux shows a clear peak at a PA of 90◦. Zone 1, as defined in
Sect. 2.1, is shown in the third and fourth panels from the left on the top row. Zone 2 begins in the middle panel on the second row and
continues into Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Electron flux presented similar to Fig. 4, but for the time period 12:36:27-12:44:57 UT. Zone 2 started

on the previous figure and ends in the first panel on the top row. Panels 2-8 (12:37:03-12:40:42 UT) show little

flux and correspond to the region of increased magnetic field strength between zones 2 and 3, also seen in Fig.

3. The increased flux in the last panel on the second row is the start of zone 3 which continues into Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Electron flux presented similar to Fig.4, but for the time period 12:36:27–12:44:57 UT. Zone 2 started on the previous figure and
ends in the first panel on the top row. Panels 2–8 (12:37:03–12:40:42 UT) show little flux and correspond to the region of increased magnetic
field strength between zones 2 and 3, also seen in Fig.3. The increased flux in the last panel on the second row is the start of zone 3 which
continues into Fig.6.
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Fig. 6. Electron flux presented similar to Fig. 4, but for the time period 12:45:33-12:54:03 UT. Zone 3, which

began on the previous figure ends during the second panel on the top row. Panels 3-5 (12:46:46-12:47:59 UT)

then correspond to the region of increased magnetic field strength between zones 3 and 4. Zone 4 starts in the

last panel of the first row then continues into Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Electron flux presented similar to Fig.4, but for the time period 12:45:33–12:54:03 UT. Zone 3, which began on the previous figure
ends during the second panel on the top row. Panels 3–5 (12:46:46–12:47:59 UT) then correspond to the region of increased magnetic field
strength between zones 3 and 4. Zone 4 starts in the last panel of the first row and then continues into Fig.7.

Fig. 7. Electron flux presented similar to Fig. 4, but for the time period 12:54:40-13:03:10 UT. The three panels

on the left side of the bottom row show a region where electrons are flowing from beneath the spacecraft just

before it leaves the CDC. The third panel in this row is the end of zone 4.

17

Fig. 7. Electron flux presented similar to Fig.4, but for the time period 12:54:40–13:03:10 UT. The three panels on the left side of the bottom
row show a region where electrons are flowing from beneath the spacecraft just before it leaves the CDC. The third panel in this row is the
end of zone 4.
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Fig. 8. The top four panels are proton and electron flux broken into PA (15◦, 90◦, 165◦) as measured by ISEE-

1. The top two are proton flux at the lowest energy channel (P1, 22.5-39.0 keV) and then the highest channel

that shows a substantial increase in flux (P6, 210.0-333.0 keV). The third and fourth panels from the top are

electron flux in the lowest energy channel (E1, 22.5-39.0 keV) and the highest channel to show a substantial

flux increase (E4, 120-189 keV). The pitch angles are shown ±15◦. The bottom panel is the strength of the local

magnetic field measured by ISEE-1.
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Fig. 8. The top four panels are proton and electron flux broken
into PA (15◦, 90◦, 165◦), as measured by ISEE-1. The top two are
proton flux at the lowest energy channel (P1, 22.5–39.0 keV) and
then the highest channel that shows a substantial increase in flux
(P6, 210.0–333.0 keV). The third and fourth panels from the top are
electron flux in the lowest energy channel (E1, 22.5–39.0 keV) and
the highest channel to show a substantial flux increase (E4, 120–
189 keV). The pitch angles are shown ±15◦. The bottom panel is
the strength of the local magnetic field measured by ISEE-1.
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Fig. 9. The top and middle panels contain the proton and electron flux respectively, for four energy channels
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Fig. 9. The top and middle panels contain the proton and electron
flux, respectively, for four energy channels summed over all PA, as
measured by ISEE-2. The five zones of increased electron flux are
marked with vertical dotted lines and labeled. The bottom panel
shows the total local magnetic field strength.

X=0.95−4.75RE , Y=27.81−26.91RE , Z=−(15.23−18.25)
RE . It also showed theBx , By andBz components of the
IMF to be negative, positive and negative, respectively, with
similar magnitudes as measured by ISEE-3 (Fig.11).

The clock angle measured from ISEE-3 is used to probe
the location of ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 with respect to the mag-
netopause. The clock angle is conserved through the bow
shock, therefore the IMF clock angle should correlate with
the local clock angle within the magnetosheath. Figure12
shows the clock angles of ISEE-1, ISEE-2, and ISEE-3 de-
layed 27 min. First ISEE-2, then ISEE-1 can be seen on an
outbound pass crossing the magnetopause into the magne-
tosheath, as their clock angles become correlated with that of
ISEE-3. The crossing points identified from the clock angle
probing technique are consistent with the magnetopause lo-
cations found through theShue et al.(1997) magnetopause
model (bottom panel of Fig.12).

3 Discussion

During the period surrounding the observed event, between
10:00 and 15:00 UT, theDst index was between−186 and
−205 nT, showing a major magnetic storm; the averageAE
index was 342 nT with a peak of 606 nT at 12:00 UT, which
may indicate the presence of substorms. The occurrence of
a substorm is consistent with the proposed idea that CEPs
result from substorm processes in the magnetotail (Delcourt
et al., 1999; Blake et al., 1999; Antonova et al., 2000). The
CEPs observed by ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 in this event, however,
show no time-energy dispersion, as would be expected from
energetic particles injected into the nightside magnetosphere
and subsequently drifting to the dayside. The absence of a
time-energy dispersion in Fig.2 or Fig.9 indicates that these
particles can not be the result of the substorm processes.

The CEPs from both ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 show a strong
anticorrelation of the electron flux with the local magnetic
field strength shown by the zones of enhanced flux in Fig.2
and Fig.9. This anticorrelation is unexpected through the
conservation of the first adiabatic invariant and indicates the
presence of a local source. The absence of a time-energy dis-
persion is also consistent with a local source for the CEPs.
The CEP flux enhancements are observed to occur over a
large energy range, requiring the source to be capable of cre-
ating CEPs up to 0.3 MeV protons and 0.2 MeV electrons.

Figures4–7 show that the electron flux enhancements are
primarily at 90◦ as ISEE-1 traveled through this region. From
13:01–13:02 UT the flux deviates from this trend and was
observed at an increased level from a PA of 180◦ to almost
60◦. The velocity of these electrons is a large fraction of
c, the speed of light. With a PA close to 180◦, these parti-
cles will leave the magnetosphere in a fraction of a second.
In spite of this, they are observed to maintain this distribu-
tion for more than 100 s, implying an active source of these
particles below the ISEE satellites. The strong presence of
electron flux streaming from below ISEE-1 is also seen with
protons during this event, as well as the 30 October 1978
event (Whitaker et al., 2006), and is consistent with a local
source at this location.
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Fig. 10. The top four panels are proton and electron flux broken
into PA (15◦, 90◦, 165◦), as measured by ISEE-2. The top two
panels are proton flux at the lowest energy channel (P1, 28–38 keV)
and the highest energy channel to show significant flux increase (P5,
174–225 keV). The third and fourth panels from the top are electron
flux in the lowest energy channel (E1, 28–38 keV) and the highest
channel to show a substantial flux increase (E4, 62–80 keV). The
bottom panel is the local magnetic field strength measured by ISEE-
2.
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Fig. 11. IMF and solar wind observations from ISEE-3 and IMP-
8 on 29 September 1978 in GSE. The observations from ISEE-3
and IMP-8 have a time resolution of 2 and 1 min, respectively. The
data from ISEE-3 are delayed 27 min, to account for the distance
between the spacecraft. IMP-8 does not have solar wind speed data
for this period, while the data points for ISEE-3 are due to data gaps
(first and second panel from the top).
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magnetopause using the Shue et al. (1997) model. When the distance to the magnetopause (shown on the y-axis

of the bottom panel) becomes negative, the spacecraft has passed into the magnetosheath.
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Fig. 12. The top panel contains the clock angle measured by ISEE-
1, ISEE-2, and ISEE-3 with a 27-min delay. The clock angles for
ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 are presented with 4-s resolution, while that of
ISEE-3 has a resolution of 2 min. The bottom panel contains the
distance between each spacecraft and the magnetopause using the
Shue et al.(1997) model. When the distance to the magnetopause
(shown on the y-axis of the bottom panel) becomes negative, the
spacecraft has passed into the magnetosheath.

4 Conclusions

On 29 September 1978, while traveling through the high-
altitude dayside magnetospheric cusp, both ISEE-1 and
ISEE-2 observed a region of depressed and turbulent mag-
netic field intensity anticorrelating with CEP fluxes. The
observed electron flux was enhanced by over two orders of
magnitude primarily at a PA of 90◦. The strong anticorrela-
tion and primary electron flux at PA of 90◦ are unique obser-
vations presented in this paper. The event occurred for over
an hour of time while the spacecraft passed throughX=6.3
RE , Y=−1.5 RE , Z=5.0 RE in GSM. AlthoughDst obser-
vations indicate strong geomagnetic activity, no time-energy
dispersion for the CEPs was observed, implying that they
could not be a result of substorm processes in the magneto-
tail. The strong CEP-magnetic field anticorrelation observed
by both spacecraft and the electron flux streaming from be-
low ISEE-1 indicate a probable local source.
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